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Independent publisher Luigi Savagnone announces the book Imagining a tomorrow. The
protagonist tries to get distracted by thinking about a novel that he has read recently.
But he is plagued by a malaise in the society in which he lives and he really wants to
escape. After several misadventures, with his small boat moves away into open sea. Here he
meets a siren that makes him an inhabitant of a wonderful underwater world. But it was all
just a dream, and he still hopes to find love.
Palermo, Italy - Independent publisher Luigi Savagnone has announced the release of the
book Imagining a tomorrow. The novel is divided into two basic parts: 1) A narrator tells
the story of Anna and Lucia two girls of Italian origin, who after spending a childhood
and a peaceful and happy childhood in Borneo discovered a love affair between their
parents, so disgusted, they decide to leave and reach Italy. Here find a very closed
society, resulting in great difficulty in entering and get to know people. However, they
manage to find a permanent job, but it soon proves a real torture.
They are also able to find a partner, but with the help of a marriage agency. Here begin
the visits to some of the most important places and monuments of Sicily, but also of Rome,
Florence and Venice, where Anna spends her honeymoon. This is illustrated by several
images and accurate historical reconstructions. When for the two friends finally
everything seemed to go for the best, something happens ... In this first part, which can
be defined a fable with a final suspense, however, are treated different topics of
scientific, philosophical, architectural and cultural heritage;
2) The narrator of this romance is in a state of suffering for the ills of society and
human weaknesses that are highlighted in an exaggerated way in this second part, which is
characterized by mental ravings and tragicomic adventures that lead to an escape from the
sci-fi world of work. With his small boat goes to sea and is called by a mermaid who leads
him into an unknown world. It was all a dream, and he continues to hope and strongly want
to know a woman to love.
Device Requirements:
* iBooks 1.3.1 or later on an iPad, iPhone (3G or later), or iPod touch (2nd generation or
later)
* iOS 4.3.3 or later is required
* Print Length: 294 Pages
Pricing and Availability:
Imagining a tomorrow is $0.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Short Stories category. This book is
also available at the same price in Enhanced Edition.
Imagining a tomorrow:
http://imaginingatomorrow.wordpress.com
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/book/imagining-a-tomorrow/id629167933
Screenshot:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Publication2/v4/b9/c7/05/b9c70531-3d55-0384-5568-68108bef62
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Book Cover:
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Luigi Savagnone is a private writer. He writes more for hobby than a profession. Luigi
Savagnone publishes books in digital format only. Copyright (C) 2013 Luigi Savagnone. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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